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Appendix to the race schedule and instructions
ACCOMMODATION

JIHLAVA

24 HOURS MTB
WEMBO EUROPEAN

CHAMPIONSHIPS
JUNE 27.-28. 2020

The centre of the race together with the place of accommodation is at this address:
Amfiteátr Březinovy sady
Březinovy sady 4733/16
586 01 Jihlava
Česká Republika
N 49°23.94625', E 15°35.59823'
The centre of the race together with the place of accomodation is situated on premises of town’s
open-air theatre with an adjacent large grass area and an athletic field. The area is located in the centre
of Jihlava, in the wooded park Heulos and the Jihlavka valley.
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In the area of the open-air theatre there is:
1. the office of the race (the place for registration)
2. the place of the end of a timed lap
3. the place of the start/beginning of a timed lap
4. the zone for changeovers of participants in a team (between the end and the start of a
timed lap)
5. refreshments/catering
6. location of timekeeping/timing
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Information about the camp/pitstops:
The large grass area and the athletic field adjacent to the open-air theatre are designated for the
camp. The whole camp is going to be divided into individual pitstops. The area of each pitstop is 3 by 6
meters (18 square meters). A part of the race route is going to lead through this large grass area with the
pitstops (as seen red in the picture below). The layout and numbering of the pitstops can also be seen in
the picture below.
One pitstop is available either for:
an individual
a 2-member team
a 4-member team
Registered participants with paid entry fees will be able to reserve individual pitstops. Updated
information about availability of the pitstops will be posted on FB, or on the website. Reservation of
pitstops can be made through e-mail only.
https://www.jihlavska24mtb.cz/s/novinky
https://www.facebook.com/jihlavska24mtb.cz/
jihlavska24mtb@centrum.cz
For participants arriving without camping equipment, we will prepare a furnished pitstop (tent, chair,
table, electricity). We assume that there will be no more than 30 such pitstops. We reserve places B3 to
B32 for it. These pitstops are subject to a fee/charge and it is necessary to book it at the time of your
registration process.
Information about parking:
Cars are not permitted to drive on and/or park on the grass area. Parallel parking is permitted on the
tarmac road. There are also designated parking spaces for angle parking.
Because there is a limited number of parking spaces on the premises (around the camp/pitstop area
only) – there are only 150 car parking spaces and 20 camper/caravan parking spaces- there is a parking
fee/charge. It is not allowed to park on the premises without the parking permit (without the parking
permit you will be asked to park on the streets outside the premises). Nevertheless, all participants are
allowed to drive onto the premises and unload/load their equipment free of charge.
It is not possible to reserve a certain parking space ahead (you will be assigned a parking space by
organizers upon your arrival), but it is necessary to book your parking at the time of your registration
process.
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Practical information:
The closest international airports are Vaclav Havel (Ruzyne) airport in Prague and/or Vienna
international airport. Depending on traffic the distance from Prague to Jihlava is about 2 hours, and from
Vienna to Jihlava it is about 3 hours.

The entrance onto the premises is from the ‘Na Stoupách’ street which leads pass the football stadium
on your left, straight on to the camp/pitstops site - the organizers will direct you on from there (marked
red in the picture below). [Okružní street > left on Úvoz street > from the roundabout to Na Stoupách street = 3 rd exit]
.
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